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Unger: PRIORITY CONTROL IN A MODULAR ASSEMBLY SYSTEM

PRIORITY CONTROL IN A MODULAR ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
Technical task:
In a modular assembly system, products are manufactured in different assembly stations. Depending on which assembly
step is currently required and which station can carry out this step, the still semi-finished products are moved from one
station to the next. The transport takes place via a driverless transport system.

Initial situation:
A station can always pick up a component when it is free, i.e. when a component has just been picked up. If the
component is on a workpiece carrier, the complete workpiece carrier with component is transferred to the station an d the
driverless transport vehicle is free again for a next job. In such a system, there are always a lot of driverless transport
vehicles and a lot of driving jobs. Situations can arise where there are not enough driving jobs for all vehicles and vice
versa: there are more driving jobs than vehicles.

Solution:
For the second case, one could process the orders in the time sequence of their generation. Another idea is to work with
priorities. This is particularly necessary if the travel distances are very d ifferent and long travel distances mean that the
components are picked up very late. Orders to such stations are then given a higher priority, e.g. 100, while normal
stations have a priority of e.g. 50. There can also be other reasons for a higher priority , e.g. starting a new order with an
empty workpiece carrier. This is also given a high priority, but slightly lower than the far station, e.g. 99. If the priorit y
were also set to 100 here, the order to the far station would possibly no longer be given pri ority.
In addition, one gives the operators of the system the possibility to increase the priority manually. Here, too, care must
be taken to ensure that the automatic processes are not negatively affected. Thus, one restricts the possibility here to
98.
If a workpiece carrier is not picked up for a long time at a normally treated station, it can be automatically given a higher
priority over time. This can also happen in two stages. In a first stage, the priority increases to e.g. 99. Then the station
far away is still preferred. In a further stage (more time passes), the priority would then increase to 101. Then the next
available vehicle would pick up the workpiece carrier. In addition, the status at the station is displayed visually so that i t
is clear to the operators that no further intervention is required here.

Advantages:
Timely pickup of workpiece carriers to ensure a fast production flow
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